
STAR PROPHECY

Hebrew name for the star sign is Ausar meaning “To Hold”, “To Bind”, or “To Keep”. The Egyptians called this sign Klaria “Cattlefolds”.

There are no bright stars in Cancer, it is the dimmest constellation in the sky, barely visible on a clear night. Stars:

Tegmine means “Holding”,

Acubene (Acubens) “Sheltering” / “Hiding Place”

Ma’alaph “Assembled Thousands”

Alhimarean “The Kids”

Al Tarf “The End”.

The Beehive Cluster in the center of Cancer is called Praesepe “The Manger” or “Multitude”.

The two stars either side of Praesepe are the famous Aselli “Two Donkeys”. One is Asellus Australis “South Donkey” and the other is Asellus Borealis “North Donkey”.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Cancer pictures the subjection of God’s people to a tyrant with no affection for them. The people realise living under the ruler is impossible; a separation and a sorting occurs: who is with me, who is against me.

1977 BC Jacob steals Esau’s blessing.

“…your brother Esau comforts himself by intending to kill you; … arise, flee to my brother Laban in Haran”

1977 BC Jacob flees Esau.

1984 BC Jacob marries Leah & Rachel

[Date BC?] Sons of Jacob are born in Syria

1963 BC Joseph born: Jacob stays 7 years for a flock

“So Jacob sent and called Rachel and Leah … and said ‘I see your father’s countenance is not favorable toward me as before … and the Angel of God said to me in a dream ‘… get out of this land’. Then Rachel and Leah answered… ‘Is there any portion or inheritance for us in our father’s house? Are we not considered strangers?’” (Genesis 31 v 2-17)

1957 BC Jacob flees Laban: wrestles with an Angel